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This research project aims to achieve the following objectives: 
1. To gain in-depth understanding of the existing development of 
Information Superhighway and Information Industry in China and Hong 
Kong. 
2. To identify all possible issues and obstacles of the industry development 
and shed lights to future development. 
3. To assess the impact on the industry development in Hong Kong and 




It is undoubtedly that the world is gradually developing into one 
single "Global" marketplace and economy with all sorts of alliances established 
from A P E C to the European Union. The financial trading place is the first of this 
kind of "Global" market place without border, time constraints and races. W e 
are experiencing the same kind of development almost in all aspects of our daily 
lives. It is very likely that we can soon do banking 24 hours a day, purchase an 
American product locally which is not retailing in Hong Kong with a push of 
button on the keyboard. 
All these have become or will become a reality because of the digital 
revolution that brings about thousands of applications leveraging on the 
Information Technology. The only limit of which is our human creativity. 
Digital technology is the key to the successful completion of the information 
infrastructure. It also reinvents the way people live, work and entertain. 
弟 
Digitization will consummate the marriage among television, computers and 
telephones, making it possible to communicate with anyone, anywhere and 
anytime. Scientists, researchers, business professionals are therefore able to 
work on the same project in real time, heightening their collaborative 
opportunities and greatly accelerates the rate to share and exchange ideas and 
innovations. 
The technology adoption rate and development progress are both 
accelerating at an astronomical rate. To quote some examples, fax machine took 
22 years to reach 10% of household after its introduction, mobile phone took 9 
years while C D - R O M drive only took 7 years. The telephone penetration in 
China grows several folds each year! Winners and losers in the next century will 
be defined not so much by technological wizardry but by the capability to 
disseminate information to where and when it is needed. 
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As Information and its delivery has become so powerful and cracial, 
countries of all scale start to focus on building the so called "Information 
Superhighway", a term that becomes the industry buzzword after the speech of 
US vice President A1 Gore. A new kind of industry, namely the Information 
Industry, has therefore naturally evolved. 
In December 1993, the China State Council approved the establishment of 
the national economic information joint conference which kicked off the 
construction of a national economic information system, and later evolved as 
the Three Golden Projects led by a steering group chaired by vice premier Zhou 
Jiahwa. This Golden project represents the first major initiative of China to 
develop a nationwide infrastructure to deliver various kind of information and 
thus assisting the development of various industries. Among the three initial 
golden projects, the "Golden Bridge" project is described as the China version of 
Information Superhighway. 
In early 1995, the first commercial Internet service started operation in 
Beijing, which is the first step of China in opening Internet for commercial use. 
Within less than 12 months' time, China officials announced control measures 
and regulations regarding use of Internet. This illustrates the dilemma and 
uncertainty of Chinese government in Internet policy. 
In Hong Kong, our well established telecommunication infrastructure 
together with the deregulation of telecommunication market in mid-95 seems to 
set a good stage for the development. However, the uncertain government 
policy on Internet and services such as video-on-demand as illustrated by the 
recent legal dispute of Hongkong Telecom video-on-demand service and the 
temporary close down of Internet service last March. The Hong Kong Science 
Park is another example which has been debated for a long time without any 
specific solution. 
The above mentioned represents some of the examples. In this project, I 
attempt to analyse the various development and issues of China Information 
Superhighway and Information Industry, with reference to the development in 
Hong Kong and its implications. 
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Within the scope of this project, "Information highway" is defined as any 
platform that deliver information in any digital or analog electronic 
format. "Information Superhighway" is any such platform which delivers these 
information at the same time, offering a much higher throughput of delivery. 
With this definition, Internet is considered as one of the major implementation 
of the Information Superhighways. "Information Industry" is defined as an 
industry which business operates to help deliver various electronic information to the 
end users. Its elements consist of information production, data formatting, 
adding values to data in terms of content, data manipulation, data retrieval or 
end user interface. Any business that involves in part or all of the above 




Primary and secondary information are gathered to form the basis of this 
research. The former is mainly derived from personal interview or feedback 
from questionnaires while the later is mainly extracted from literature, news 
and reports. The methodology adopted in this research includes: 
• literature review to obtain a preliminary understanding of the subject 
matter; 
• in-depth personal interviews with personnel within the industry 
• mailed/"emailed" questionnaires to organisations in Hong Kong to gather 
views of local organisations and forms the basis of m y analysis as well as 
recommendations 
Literature Review 
A wide range of literature and readings have been reviewed which include 
books, trade journals and magazines, government reports, newspapers and so 
forth. Please refer to Appendix C for the full listing. 
Personal Interview 
Officials from the following organisations have expressed their comments and 
views about the subject matters through either personal interviews, telephone 
survey or response to m y questionnaires. They include: 
China Government, Non-commercial Units: 
Data Communications Technology Research Institute of the Ministry of Posts 
and Telecommunications (MPT), China Academy of Telecommunications 
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Technology, Ministry of Electronics Industry (MEI), GuangDong Institute of 
Social Science Research. 
China Information Providers, Commercial Units: 
China Daily, People's Daily. 
Hong Kong 
Information technology management of reputable local organisations such as 
British America Tobacco and Hong Kong Royal Jockey Club 
Questionnaire 
Questionnaires have been sent to the general management and information 
technology management personnel of selective organisations in Hong Kong by 
post or electronic mails. 
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Chapter Four 
Overview of Information Superhighway and Information Industry 
4.1 Global Development 
The phenomenal growth of the information services industry is fueled by 
worldwide demand for rapid access to information; the restructuring and 
downsizing of industry; and efforts to keep pace with complex and constantly 
changing information technologies. Electronic commerce—the use of computer 
networks to conduct business transaction--also contributes to the strength of the 
industry. The most common types of electronic commerce include electronic 
data interchange (EDI), electronic mail, and electronic funds transfer. World 
expenditures for information services are expected to amount to $324.7 billion 
in 1995 and grow by 13 percent annually over the next five years. 
The United States is the world's leader in the provision, use, and export of 
information services. In 1994, the United States captured 46 percent of world 
information services revenues. Table 4.1.1 shows the online service market 
breakdown by nature of information and Table 4.1.2 shows online service sales 
by geographic region. 
Table 4.1.1 Online service market breakdown by nature of information 
Type of Information Revenue end 1993 / US$ million % Total 
Brokerage 5032 44.4% 
Credit ^ r ^ o 
Financial news 1984 17.5% 
Professional 865 7.6% 
Legal/Regulatory 816 7.2% 
Marketing 50 0.4% 
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Total Professional 10775 95.1% 
Consumer online 558 4.9% 
TOTAL Online 11333 100% 
Source: SIMBA Information Inc. 
Table 4.1.2 Online service sales by geographic region 
Region % Total 
North America 60 % 
Europe ^ 
Others 8% 
Source: SIMBA Information Lnc. 
N e w opportunities to provide information services are cropping up all over 
the world. In many countries, information services providers face few barriers. 
Because of their technological capability and broad experience, U.S. information 
services firms are in an excellent position to take advantage of these export 
opportunities. Over the next five years, the developed countries in Europe such 
as United Kingdom and Germany, Japan and Canada will constitute the best 
markets in developed countries. China and the four "small dragon" are 
expected to offer the best opportunities among other emerging markets. 
It is well known that among all the computer networks, Internet has the 
largest coverage at present. It connects various kinds of local area networks 
(LANs), and is the most widely accessed global information resource network. It 
has networked 15,000 LANs with over 3.2 million computers in over 150 
countries and regions worldwide. 
All these figures are growing at astronomical speed and it is estimated that 
as many as 40 million users are linked to it in one way or another. Of the several 
dozen kinds of services on Internet, electronic mail is the most convenient, most 
economical, and the easiest means to use, and explains why it is one of the most 
widely used applications. It estimated that there were about 54 million users 
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using electronic mail around the world at the end of 1993. 
According to the latest survey by Network Wizards, the Number of 
Internet Hosts and Domains are shown in Table 4.1.3. A domain is a domain 
name that has name server (NS) records associated with it. A common 
understanding is each ".com" or ".net" is a domain. A host is a domain name 
that has an IP address record associated with it. This would be any computer 
system connected to the Internet (via full or part-time, direct or dial-up 
connections), ie. nw.com, www.nw.com. 
As indicated from the table below, the growth of Internet is incredibly fast, 
in two years' time, the number of hosts and domains grow almost ten times and 
more than ten times respectively! It is estimated that about 10-15% of these 
domains/hosts are in Asia-Pacific while the growth in this region is much faster 
than that of the United States. While there is no accurate number of Internet 
users worldwide, it is believed that the figure will be between 25 to 45 million. 
No wonder why it is generally anticipated that Internet will become the truly 
global virtual village that links people together from almost every corner of the 
world. 
Table 4.1.3 Number of Internet hosts and domains worldwide 
Date Hosts Domains 
~~Jan 96 9,472,000 240,000 
~~Jul 95 6,642,000 120,000 
~~~Jan 95 4,852,000 71,000 
~~Jul 94 3,212,000 46,000 
^^Jan 94 2,217,000 30,000 
^ J u l 93 1,776,000 26,000 
"^Jan 93 1,313,000 21,000 
Source: Network Wizards 
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4.2 China Telecommunications Infrastructure and Electronic Automation 
The growth potential of information Industry hinges on the how well the 
telecommunications infrastructure is or will be. This section is to provide an 
overview and key statistics of the current situation of China in these aspects. 
Although China is lagging behind the major developed nations in terms of 
computer penetration and telecommunications infrastructure, its development 
in the recent years is incredibly fast. 
According to the report "%年中國計算机市場發展態勢〃 of投資導報on 
1996 March 7, the key computer industry growth relating to the information 
industry is summarized in table 4.2.1: 
Table 4.2.1 Key figures of computer products growth estimation 
1995 1996 Growth~~ 
Industry turnover/ R M B billion 50 65 30% 
N e w Personal computer/ million units 1 1.6 60% 
H o m e personal computer installed/ units 400,000 〜500,000 20-30% 
N e w C D - R O M drive/ units 200,000 300,000 ^ 
N e w Network cards/ units - 230,000 N / A 
Source：投資導報，中華工商時報 and South China Morning Post 
In the telecommunication arena, Mr. Jiang Lin-tao from the Data 
Communications Technology Research Institute of the Ministry of Posts and 
Telecommunications (MPT) and Mr. Xiong Bingqun from China Academy of 
Telecommunications Technology have reviewed telecommunication capacity 
and target of growth as depicted in table 4.2.2: ‘ 
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Table 4.2.2 Key telecommunications indicators estimation 
1^ 5 ^ ^ 
Long distance trunks/ lines 687,000 1,050,000 1,400,000 
Switching system capacity/ mil. lines 48.78 62.8 100 
Number of phone sets/million sets 35.6 46.7 ~^ § 
Telephone density/ % ~32 42 ^ 
ChinaPac (1000 port) ^ 元 N / A 
D D N Ports (1000 port) 3 To N/A 
M P T investment (RMB billion) ^ ^ N / A I 
Telecom revenue as % of G N P / % 0.55% ^ 
(1990 figure) 
_l 
Source: Data Communications Technology Research Institute of the Ministry of Posts and 
Telecommunications (MPT) and China Academy of Telecommunications Technology 
The basic transmission network consists of 22 new optical fiber cable trunk, 
over 1 million k m of fiber optic trucks linking large and medium size cities, 120 
thousand wave-channel of microwave trunks and 20 large earth stations is now 
in full operation. The national Digital Data Network (DDN) was opened in late 
1994 with over 3000 terminal ports linking 22 provincial capital cities. 
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If all the targets are achieved, which is very likely, with an average growth 
rate of 15%, the telecommunication capacity will be 25 times of that in 1980. It 
will also become one of the biggest national communication networks in the 
world at that time! 
Even though the figures above doesn't sound significant when compared ； 
with that of the developed countries, the growth particularly in the coastal 
regions and the developed business cites such as Shanghai and Wuhan are 
indeed substantial in terms of the impact on the growth of the country as a 
whole. Take Guangdong as an example, the rapid development of the 
telecommunication industry has surpassed that of Korea. For instance, Korea 
took 16 years to (1961-77) to reach telephone penetration from 0.4% to 4% while '% 






0.3% to 4%. This is the same for the switchboard growth in the two countries. 
It is obvious that China has been making a great deal of effort to develop 
the Information Industry especially in those more developed regions. It can be 
foreseen that given this momentum, China can excel other developed countries 
in coming decades. 
4.3 Major China Government Entities relating to the industry 
State Council 
The State Council is China's legislative body; it approves all major 
regulations including telecommunications and information industry. These 
regulations act above the control of MPT's regulatory authority, and any 
disputes among ministries would be appealed to the State Council. 
State Planning Commission (SPC) 
The planning and investment decision body of China's large infrastructure 
projects. The SPC is responsible for all major investment projects and has the 
right to intercede in all projects involving sums of R M B 30 billion (US$3.5 
billion) or more. The Golden Projects are also developed and planned under 
SPC 
Ministry ofPosts and Telecommunications (MPT) 
The M P T used to control all aspects of public telecommunications in China, 
including policy issue, research and development, network design, planning 
and construction. It was restructured and divided into 12 departments in early 
1994. M P T enacts all telecommunications rules and regulations subject to State 
Council override. The M P T also serves as China's long distance carrier. 
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Through its provincial subsidiaries, the Posts and Telecoms Authority, the M P T 
is now China's main equipment and services purchaser. M P T currently operates 
two national networks that carry data transmissions, ChinaPac and a fiber-optic 
trucked digital data network or D D N . (detail refers next chapter) 
Directorate General ofTelecommunications (DGT) 
Under the control and supervision of the MPT, the D G T is currently China's 
official public telecommunications network operator, though in reality it 
remains an administrative agency. With the introduction of second network 
operator, M P T and D G T is required to separate to maintain fair competition. 
For the time being, the D G T and the M P T are still essentially the same entity. 
The D G T is presently providing the whole profile of telecommunications 
services including leasing long distance lines, issuing calling cards and 
providing basic international and domestic telephone services including mobile, 
data and fax services, and satellite communications. 
The Ministry ofElectronics Industry (MEI) 
MEI was set up to focus on the development of Electronics Industry 
originally from the breakup of Ministry of Machinery and Electronics. In 1993, 
the State Council approved the development of the two companies that will 
establish two new telecom networks in addition to its traditional role as an 
equipment producer and purchaser.. 
Jitong, which is directly controlled by MEI, is establishing a nationwide 
data network. Unicom (or Liantong) is entrusted to MEI, the Ministry of 
Railways (MOR), and the Ministry of Electric Power (MOEP). It will start with 
wireless voice services and then build its own land network along the old 
private networks owned by M〇R and MOEP. 
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The State Information Centre (SIC) 
Under the SPC supervision, SIC used to be the intelligence gathering and 
production unit to provide other government entities about economics and 
market information. With the open door policy adopted by China, SIC starts to 
commercialize its information products. Today almost all the major cities and 
counties have their own Information Centres to provide regional specific 
information in co-operation with the SIC. 
Remark: 
It is imperative to note that the approval of the second network operation 
by Jitong and Liantong under MEI has created intensive conflicts between M P T 
and MEI, as the former still wants to hold an influential position over 
telecommunications policy formulation and its legislature. Therefore, conflicts 
of this kind still remain unsolved. 
With the focus of China in telecommunications development under its 
Golden projects, many other Ministries and State Enterprises set to operate their 
own networks for related commercial services. These include the Xinhua News 
Agency, the Bank of China, the Peoples' Liberation Army (PLA), the Ministry of 
Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation (MOFTEC) and People Daily. 
Transmission technology used by these ministries and enterprises ranges from 
microwave systems, fiber optic to VSAT. 
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Chapter Five 
China Key projects relating to Information Superhighway 
5.1 Golden Projects 
The development of China information technology industry is incredibly fast. 
According to the Ministry of Electronics Industry, the output value of China's 
electronics industry reached 220 billion yuan (about US$26 billion) in 1994 with 
approximately 700,000 computers built. During the eighth five-year plan, China 
spent more than 10 billion yuan (about US$2 billion ) on building 12 giant 
information and business systems. It is also estimated that 800 databases have 
been established with the total capacity of 100,000Gb so far. 
Current Development 
The renown Golden Projects, namely Golden Bridge, Golden Custom and 
Golden Card leads China to the new information era. More importantly, the 
success of the Golden Projects bring in other projects such as the Golden Tax 
and Golden Agricultural projects with objectives to grow the information 
society of China into a world-class one. 
The "Golden Bridge" project is the China version of "Information 
Superhighway", a large integrated network project with the aim to promote 
dissemination and exchange of information such as economic and trade 
information, is the key infrastructure for China's national economic information 
modernization. Golden Bridge consists of four major elements, namely 
information telecommunication networks (including a satellite network and a 
fiber-optic network), computer systems (including software), information 
resources (e.g. database systems, etc.), and talent assets in the related 
disciplines. 
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The Golden Bridge was officially launched on March 12, 1993 with the 
target to connect the dedicated communication networks of all the ministries 
directly under the State Council, and also networking with 12,000 large and 
medium-sized enterprises and 100 selected corporate groups in 5,000 central 
cities in 30 provinces and autonomous regions to finally build an electronic 
information highway extending in all directions. The whole project will be 
carried out by phases. In the first phase, a backbone network will be established 
by the year 2000 and by the year 2020 the "Information Superhighway" will 
extend to cover the whole country. 
The Golden Bridge Project was spearheaded by the Ministry of Electronics 
Industry (MEI) and initiated on September 12, 1994 when Jitong 
Telecommunication Co., Ltd., the main sponsor of the project, signed a contract 
with China State Information Center and 24 provinces and municipalities on 
co-building the project. It was agreed that stations for networks will first be set 
up in 24 cities including Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin, Guangzhou, Nanjing, and 
Wuhan. 
The project has been progressing rapidly. At present, its network control 
center, located on Wanshou Road, has already be built. In November 1995, 
computer networks were put into use in 22 out of the above-mentioned 24 cities 
(the installation of the stations in Haikou and Wuxi is in the pipeline). By the 
end of 1996, it is expected to cover 400 cities across the country. 
The project utilises satellites, optical fibres and other transmission 
mechanism to serve as a statewide information platform. Its near-term objective 
is to set up a mid-speed information highway for transmitting economic 
information exchange which helps to serve the decision and readjustment of the 
state macro economy. Its long term target is to build up the true "Information 
Superhighway" for the public to serve the whole country with variety of 
information and social services. 
Apart from the Golden Bridge Project, other "Golden" projects in the 
national economic information modernization are well scheduled and outlined 
as below. 
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The "Golden Custom" project is developed for the state foreign trade 
information exchange. Its near-term target is to develop an electronic trade 
network for all foreign trade departments to better manage the four systems of 
foreign trade systems including the quota license system, foreign exchange 
system, export drawback system and import and export statistics system. The 
long-term objective is to set up an X400 value-added service system, apply 
electronic data interchange (EDI) and enable transaction automation for 
international trade. 
The "Golden Card" project aims to develop electronic money and 
transaction system on a national scale. Its target includes the issuing of 200 
million credit cards to people in 400 medium-to-large cities and some county 
towns by the end 2000. The electronic management system aims to manage such 
large scale users and introduces to the commercial operations. For this reason, 
the Ministry of Internal Trade called for 100 large vertical markets and 20% of 
guest houses and hotels to develop this electronic transaction system during the 
period of Eighth Five-Year Plan from 1991 to 1995. Other commercial operations 
will also introduce a credit card network as soon as possible. 
The "Gold Tax" project aims to build a sophisticated tax system to record 
individual transaction of commercial operation in order to improve enterprise 
tax reporting administration. Trial operation is now under testing between the 
state audit centre and 50 city branches, as well as 718 counties and districts. 
In addition to the key Golden projects, other Golden projects aims to 
develop a sophisticated national wide information network in different areas 
such as enterprise information, agriculture and education. 
Outlook ofGolden Projects 
With the support from the central policy group. Golden projects will carry 
its current momentum and continue to develop into other Golden projects. The 
development of core Golden Bridge, Golden Custom and Golden Card project 
will form the basis for other supplementary projects. In the personal interview 
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of an official from the Ministry of the Electronics Industry (MEI), they have 
quoted the speech of Minister of MEI, Mr. H u Qili, which may shed some light 
about Golden project development in particular Golden project which is 
spearheaded by M E L 
M r H u pointed out that information is the essence of a modern society and 
electronics is the means of carrying information in this modern society. 
Therefore it is still the major focus of MEI to further develop Golden projects in 
full force during the period specified by the Ninth Five-year plan from 1996 to 
2000 with the following key points: 
(1) The major information projects represented by the "Three Golden" projects 
shall continue to be developed. Network control centre will be developed 
to better monitor and connect the satellite stations, optical fibre network of 
MPT, and other special networks from 24 provinces and municipalities 
within the scope of Golden Bridge project. The "Golden Custom" project 
shall implement more functions based on different integrated network 
built under Golden Bridge project. The "Golden Card" project will begin 
trial operation in 12 cities and prepare to set up a state-level service centre 
for card-data exchanges. The "Golden Tax" project is required to improve 
economic efficiency on the basis of trial operation. 
(2) The development and production of products should meet the demand of 
the Golden project market. It is important for products to be more 
"market driven" 
(3) The application of electronic information technology and products should 
be encouraged to provide modern electronic equipment for revamping 
traditional industry, in particular for the energy, aviation control, 
communications, agriculture, metallurgy, medical treatment, culture, 
education and the Three Gorges Project of the Yangtze River. The software 
side of this development shall emphasis more on Chinese information 
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processing software, multi-media technology, software tools, and applied 
software packages. 
With this direction, Mr. H u pointed out that some of the key point of 
strategy should focus on : 
1. rapid growth and improvement of product quality and economic results; 
2. continuous restructuring of industry and enterprise structure to better 
adapt to the new industry nature; 
3. meeting the needs of the international market and increase added-value of 
industry with information network setup to better utilize market 
intelligence; and 
4. encouraging the scientific and technical progress 
5.2 China Internet 
Although the wide spread development of Internet service on a 
commercial scale only starts recently, the use of Electronic mailing system (E-
mail) has been introduced several years ago. According to rough estimates, 
since Beijing Telegram Bureau and Shanghai Long-Distance 
Telecommunication Bureau first launched the service of public electronic mail 
boxes in October 1992, the number of users increased from 700 in 1993 to 
nearly 50,000 in October 1995. At this rate, over 100,000 users are expected by 
the end of 1996. This E-mail service is provided through the existing 
telecommunication network of ChinaMail and the Golden Bridge E-mail 
Systems (GBES), which offers specialized electronic mailing services. It is 
estimated that there are 40,000 commercial Internet users in China. They have 
been using this service since the access to the network was open last July. 
Like any other countries, Internet started to develop in China for 
academic research purpose. Established in 1988, the china academic network 
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(CANET) can exchange e-mail using x.25 Technology via a gateway at 
Karlsruhe University in Germany. In 1990, C A N E T registered the top domain 
"cn" with Internic. C A N E T covers 30 research Institutes across china linking 
20,000 researchers and professors. Other research based network includes 
China research network and Institute of high energy physics. The former uses 
an x.25 Link which connects more than ten research entities while the latter 
established a direct link to Stanford University's linear accelerator (SLAC), 
with full Internet connectivity which was set up in 1994. 
CERNET, the China educational and research Network, was established 
by the State Education Commission (SEDC) and State Planning Commission 
(SPC)in November 1994 and received funding from SPC. It is the first 
nationwide. State-supported network in China and is a key project to raise the 
levels of a selected Universities to world class Status. CERNET's main 
objective is to establish a Nationwide education and research network 
Infrastructure to support education and research in and among universities, 
institutes, and schools in China using up-to-date telecommunications and 
Computer technology. Its specific goals include: 
• to establish a nationwide backbone that connects eight regional networks 
and connects them to the global Internet; 
• to set up a national network center; 
• to set up ten regional network nodes; 
• to adopt TCP/IP as the network protocol and establish network 
management systems; 
• to provide Internet applications and develop china's information resources 
and applications. 
CERNET utilizes a three-layer hierarchy consisting of the nationwide 
backbone, regional networks, and campus networks. Ten regional nodes will 
be located in the cities with the largest number of students and institutions of 
higher education. By early 1996, each of the ten universities will connect with 
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ten universities, bringing the total number of campus networks to 100. (refer 
table 5.2.1 for further detail) 
Zhongguancun network is the first "informal" commercial Internet 
network in China funded by SPC, the world bank, and the Chinese Academy 
of Sciences (CAS), Beijing University, and Qinghua University, also known as 
the National Computing Facilities of China. 
Digital Data Network (DDN) constructed by the M P T is a national wide 
network and serves as the backbone of China Information Superhighway and 
the various Golden projects. M P T has signed agreement with Sprint of US in 
1994 to set up two links with Internet that connects to Beijing and Shanghai. 
The first commercial Internet service in China, China Net, opened last 
May and is operated by the Beijing Telecommunications Authority (BTA). 
ChinaNet users can connect by dialing in, through C H I A N P A C (china packet 
switching), by frame relay, or by ChinaDDN(digital data network comprised 
of Fiber optic lines linking more than 300 cities).had more than 1,000 users. 
Users can choose either R M B 600 (USD 72) for 40 hours per month or R M B 100 
(USD 12) for six hours per month package. Each additional hour costs R M B 20 
(USD 2.40). All common protocol such as shell, SLIP, and PPP services are 
supported. 
Although there are hundred of Internet related projects under planning 
and construction ever since the Internet eat〃 has started in China in 1994 
such as the Beijing University of Chemical Technology link, Nanjing 
International Internet and those planned by Jitong and Liantong who may 
introduce Internet service to compete with MPT, (Jitong major stockholders 
include MEI and China International Trust & Investment Corp. (CITIC). 
Jitong is playing a key role in developing the Golden Bridge project by 
building the backbone network which is a nationwide satellite network using 
ISDN standard and provides value-added, multi-media information services. 
Liantong or Unicom, whose investors included MEI and The Ministry of 
Railways is also a potential Competitor.) only three national-wide network 
would play the key role in China Internet, each of them tend to have different 
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emphasis: 
1. The Zhongguancun N C F C backbone network will serve the connection to 
other regional networks by leasing dedicated lines to C A S branches and 
departmental network of government. Already 15 major network has been 
linked through this backbone including the CASnet (Chinese Academy of 
Science Network), Punet (Peking University), Tunet (Tsinghua University) 
and the Shanghai regional network. 
2. The China D D N run by M P T will link more than 600 cities countrywide. 
This backbone will form the major core for the various Golden projects 
such as the Golden Enterprise that aims to link up more than 9 million 
enterprises together. 
3. C E R N E T will continue to serve the academic community and link up a 
national-wide University network. It will ultimately link up more than 900 
Universities in China to serve close to three million students as depicted in 
table 5.2.1 
Table 5.2.1 C E R N E T network distribution by region 
Region Lead University Covered Provinces Universities Students 
Beijing Beijing, Qinghua, Beijing, Tianjin, 91 372,212 
Posts & Hebei, Shanxi, Inner 
Telecommunications MongoUa 
Chengdu University Of Sichun, Yunan, U 3 219,664 
Electronics Guizhou, Tibet 
Guangzhou Huanan University Guangdong, 74 145,255 
Of S&T Guangxi, Haina 
Xi'an Xi'an Jiaotong Shannxi, Qinghai, WO 180,245 
University Gansu, Ningxia, 
Xinjiang 
Wuhan Huazhong Hubei, Hunan, 156 312,063 
University Of S&T Henan 
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Shenyang Northeast Liaoning, Jilin, 147 287,751 
University Heilongjiang 
Shanghai Jiaotong University Shanghai, Zhejiang, 153 305,646 
Fujian, Jiangxi 
Nanjing Southeast Jiangsu, Anhui, 156 312,063 
University Shangdong 
Future Development of China Internet 
The progress of Internet development is expeditious in China. It can be 
foreseen that the momentum of the growth will sustain and even surpass the 
general expectation if the followings can be achieved and executed efficiently. 
By doing these, the issues depicted in the next chapters will no longer be the 
major concerns or the obstacles. 
Better Co-ordination 
A State Information Co-ordination Committee has been set up to better 
allocate the resources in order to fully utilize the network and minimize 
repetitive works. It is also responsible for planning and resources allocation 
amongst the networks. 
Network Expansion 
The three major nationwide networks will be expanded. ChinaNet will 
link to more regional networks of C A S branches. In addition to, the current 
64K link is too slow to cope with the growing demand and will be upgraded to 
increase its capacity. CERNET will complete its project to link the major 
universities all over China as depicted in Table 5.2.1 The China D D N network 
operated by M P T will take an significant role in the Golden projects under the 
Ninth Five-year plan. However, these networks have to be better integrated 
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and coordinated in terms of resources allocation. 
Enriching Service and Application Scope 
Each network offers its type of enhanced services and applications. For 
instance, the database retrieval system and phone book system of ChinaNet, 
Academic Library & Information Network of C E R N E T and the various golden 
projects information system of D D N . 
Provide Better Training 
To increase the popularization of Internet, training is essential in China. 
This will be further elaborated in next chapter. 
DongGuang network 
The DongGuang Internet Network service, developed and operated 
under the DongGuang Science and Technology Committee, aims at building a 
City wide Information network for enterprise in the first stage and for mass 
residential users in the second stage. The service technically directed by H K 
experts is due in April of 1996 as it has been developed for almost a year. 
Please refer to Appendix A for the service details. As there are more than 
14,000 manufacturers setting up their plants and operations in DongGuang 
which accounts for about 20% of total foreign investment of China There 
exists a need for the investors of the foreign capital to be well communicated 
and informed on the latest development and the future plans. It seems no 
other better solutions than making all these information available on Internet. 
The DongGuang project represents one of the many regional Internet 
services being constructed in China. W e can anticipate more Internet and other 
technology transfer projects will be carried out in the coming years in China. 
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5.3 China Information Industry 
In contrast to the development of the US, China has been building the 
information network serving mainly the government departments. However, 
in the coming decade and as stated in the Ninth Five-year plan, information 
industry is a definite priority for China because of the following factors: 
1. Information market is a special and essential part of the socialist unified market 
system 
Information market is a market of products and services but at the same 
time a market of production factor when integrated into other market. It 
also carries significant importance for gathering intelligence for the 
traditional China government units. 
2. Information market accelerates commercialization and industrialization ofChina 
business 
With more efficient exchange of market information, it speeds up the pace 
of commercialisation and industrialisation of products or services which 
has long been one of the key problems of China enterprises when they 
transform from planned economy to open market economy. 
3. Information market is a catalyst offurther reform and linking to outside world 
The global reach of information and linking by network enables exchange 
of information with the outside world much faster and cheaper. This will 
benefit cross boarder trading and promote international economy for the 
country. 
4. Information market promote economic development and adoption ofknowledge 
Effective decision making depends very much on how well we are being 
informed. A well structured information system facilitates and simplifies 
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the decision making process and thus enhance the efficiency. Being aware 
of what is happening outside China is crucial for the China enterprises 
especially when China has to get ready to compete with the rest of the 
world. 
In the past ten years, China has invested more than RMB20 billion in 
building up large scale information system such as the State Economic 
information centre, tax and banking information system. N o w almost every 
large city and over 700 counties have developed its own information centre, 
gathering various business, social and academic information. There are over 
10,000 professionals working in the State information centre with 150 mid to 
large computer systems. 
As described in the previous sections, China has laid a fairly good 
foundation for information industry. Some of the highlights include: 
(1) A rather comprehensive and nationwide mid to high speed network is 
under construction in full speed. This network enables efficient 
information delivery. High-speed fibre optic communication lines were 
built in the period of the Eighth Five-year Plan from 1991 to 1995 and 
sixteen other horizontal and vertical fibre optic communication lines 
throughout the country will be built in the period of Ninth Five-Year Plan 
from 1996 to 2000. 
(2) A good production base of information equipment such as computers and 
communication products manufacturing has been set up with an annual 
production base of up to RMB700 billion by the end of 2000, creating , 
USD35 billion of foreign exchange and becomes one of the fifth largest 
electronic and information industry leader in the world. 
(3) The formal and large scale development of information systems has 
commenced during the Seventh Five-Year Plan period since 1986. A total of 
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12 large information and business systems with an investment of RMB10 
billion has been built. These include post and telecommunications 
networks, state economic information databank, electronic banking system, 
railway operation system, civil aviation service system. State Statistics 
Administration system and tax information system. 
(4) Software development is one of the key components of information 
services. The three large software industrial bases in Beijing, Shanghai and 
Guangdong had a production value of software of R M B 6 billion and an 
integration production value of software and hardware systems of RMB30 
billion in 1993. It is estimated that about two million personnel are working 
in computer development and services industry in 1993. A contingent of 
information professionals has been fostered. The output value of software 
and services in 1994 is estimated to reach R M B 10.7 billion (US$1.27 
billion), nearly double that for 1993, and the output value of software and 
hardware combined reached RMB40.7 billion (US$4.83 billion), 43 per cent 
more than in the previous year. 
Information Services 
Like other developed countries, commercial information services start 
with the financial services where real-time information is the bread and butter 
of the industry. Financial services such as data feed for financial and stock 
reports, and electronic financial information verification networks) will 
increasingly be sought after by both Chinese businesses and foreign and 
Chinese banks . 
The growth rate of information service output will more than double than 
that of the GNP. Today, there are more than 30,000 information companies of 
various types and it is estimated that the number of computer on-line service 
users reached 20,000 by the end of 1995. Of the estimated 805 databases in 
China, 10 are made available on-line at varying degrees of user access 
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sophistication. The databases cover technical and scientific abstracts, company 
profiles and industry specific data - such as information on the chemical 
industry. Some analysts even believe China information service industry, 
with an estimated annual growth rate of 20%, has the potential to reach 
RMB1.5 billion (about one per cent of its gross national product) this decade. 
Outlook ofthe industry 
As revealed from the interview with Mr. W u Japei, deputy director of the 
State Information Centre, the industry directions in terms of policy and 
principles are summarized as follows: 
• Information service should meet the needs of the community; 
• The role of SIC is to provide and develop the basic system for information 
production and dissemination, information collection is a collective effort 
of all entities instead relying heavily on state investment; 
• For most of the services, the principle of self-funding, self-accountability of 
profit and loss should be adopted; 
• Encourage equal opportunity for competition; 
• Leverage on the central unit to act as the radiation source of information 
service; and 
• Stress the enhancement of market dynamic information trade and 
investment in software technology. 
It is very interesting to note that SIC has been very adaptive to free market 
principle and emphasis the collective effort of the industry. 
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Chapter Six 
Major Issues of China Development 
Although China development in the Information Superhighway and 
Information industry have been undergoing tremendous growth, w e should 
recognize that China still lag behind those most developed countries in 
information technology and infrastructure. What China has done is but the 
first step in the long and arduous journey toward realizing the great project of 
the information highway, which calls for the efforts of the whole nation. 
6.1 It is not Just a Superhighway, it is the Whole System that Deliver 
Materials from End to End Efficiently 
During an interview with Zhang Dongyan, an official from the State 
Council's National Planning and Co-ordination Office for Information on the 
National Economy, he pointed out that China has to raise the level of its 
technology, improve laws and regulations governing the industry and train 
sufficient personnel to make the best use of the information and transaction 
system. It is not only the "Highway", but the "combination of cargo delivered 
in different types of vehicles on this highway, the rules and regulations of 
transportation on this highway and the education level of personnel that are 
making use of the highway will determine the full power of the highway 
ultimately. 
Mr. Zhang comment has pointed out three very crucial aspects which 
China still has not developed a good concept: 
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Content 
It has been very debatable in Wall Street about whether the Content is the 
King or Distribution is the King. Apparently content forms the basis of 
information industry. Even though China is capable of building one of the best 
highway with the Golden projects, the success also rely on the ability to 
develop quality content. In the content development, there are still many 
outstanding issues needed to be sorted out. The later section will have a more 
detailed analysis. 
Legal Framework 
Many new and emerging products in the information industry such as 
electronic publishing, laws and regulations, to some extent, have proved that 
traditional information delivery would be inappropriate. It is undeniable that 
a legal framework has to be laid down and structured in order to achieve 
healthy growth of the industry. However, the growth of Internet and its 
related products are so fast that the legislation can hardly keep the same pace. 
This phenomenon not only happens in China but also other parts of the world. 
Education 
Like many other services developed in China, education for general public 
is not among the top priority jobs which affect the long term development of 
the industry. Owing to the lack of proper education, many government units 
develop information system only for the sake of satisfying central policy 
requirement or as a result of specific industry booming such as the Internet 
eat" . This also creates future problems because of the poor directional design 
and long term maintenance issue. 
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6.2 Internet - the Double-edged Sword 
The power of Internet to link up with various networks of information 
and exchange of information at a very low cost is a double-edged sword. 
While Internet offers significant value for economic and scientific research 
activity as well as promoting cost-effective communications, it does threaten 
the China government to tightly control the country in terms of "desired" 
information flow. 
As a result China has issued an order in mid February for all Internet 
users in the country to register with security forces within 30 days of obtaining 
Internet accounts. Those failing to comply with the instructions in the circular 
will be dealt with in accordance with the country's Regulations on Protection 
of Computer Information System Security. The directive also applies to users 
of other internationally connected networks. 
This move comes just weeks after another attempt to control or monitor 
traffic on computer networks in and out of China. Under recently approved 
government rules, all Internet access providers must submit approval by the 
government, and all international computer links to Internet must be 
controlled by MPT. O n a related issue, in the end of last year, the government 
has also ruled all foreign news organizations providing financial and 
economical news into China must submit reports to Xinhua for approval, and 
possible censorship, before distribution to customers. 
While we observe more and more control over Internet even in country 
like Germany, the China government move would be considered as 
imperative to further improve the management of the linking of computer 
networks with international networks and ensure the sound and healthy 
development of computer information exchanges. 
Although this may project a negative image for China because controlling 
information flow is traditionally a Communist tactic. However, in a State 
Council meeting, participants have expressed the view that over the past few 
years, with the growth of a market economy and progress in the spread of 
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information, such networks have been playing an active role in accelerating 
China's economic, scientific, technological and educational development, 
expanding international cultural exchanges, and improving publicity for 
China abroad. Judging from this comment, it is believed that the recent 
measure aims at developing a more systematic administration and control in 
line with the traditional socialist policy. 
M y experience with local Internet service provider such as the 
Dongguang network mentioned in the last chapter makes m e believe that the 
recent announcement of Internet policy has more psychological impact. 
However, in the long run, it is important for the Chinese government to realize 
that such measure should not be too restrictive as the blockage to free flow of 
information would reduce competitiveness of a nation as w e move into the 
information age. In addition, such policy should not be determined by a single 
entity which may bring monetary benefit to that particular entity, and thereby 
increasing the cost of users and undesirable outcome to the national 
competitiveness. 
6.3 Electronic Database Management Issues 
Critical issues include the industry's ability to respond rapidly to the 
changing information needs and to develop appropriate technology and 
applications to deliver services quickly and efficiently. The industry is 
especially sensitive to international policies governing market access, 
intellectual property right protection, and delivery of telecommunications 
services. Outlined below are some of the key issues in developing electronic 
information services in China: 
Non-roman language increases development cost 
The Chinese language is double byte which causes many problems for 
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Interface development, character display and so forth. Chinese language itself 
has 3 sets of standard - the Big5 code in H K and Taiwan, the G B code in China 
and Singapore, and the Unicode proposed by Microsoft and other software 
vendors. Lacking standard and the large character set sometimes cause 
problems for programming interface especially when communication is 
involved. 
Lacking structured and digitised information 
There are still quite a number of databases in China which cannot be 
assessed electronically because information sources are unstructured and not 
digitised. Sharing information become much more difficult. For instance, it 
takes several months to convert a thousand-page printed Chinese document 
into a digital format even with the aid of the latest Optical Scanning Devices or 
OCR. 
Lack of unified planning, policy guidance and commercialization of information 
databases 
The Information Services Units in China find it difficult to offer the service 
locally or finding overseas partners largely due to the fact that the electronic 
databases are created not for the sake of meeting the demand in the market. 
Some of the databases are created for the purpose of satisfying central policy 
requirement. Thus, the format is not standardized and the content is not 
market oriented. 
Lack of co-ordination between the socialization of information services 
and professional of trades, co-operation among departments and division of 
labour has further worsen the problem. According to the investigation of the 
State Information centre, only 6% of the over 100 information enterprises 
provide commercial service to the community in Beijing. The wealth of many 
of the databases has been wasted. 
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Relatively Low User Acceptance 
Though the penetration of personal computer is picking up, there are still 
a large number of key decision makers in most organisations who are 
computer illiterate. They neither appreciate the efficiency brought by the latest 
technology nor lack the knowledge to think ahead of how to capitalise latest 
technology to strengthen the competitive advantage. They would rather stick 
on the old ways of looking for information or doing business. 
Government Policies Key to Industry Growth 
The information services industry is especially sensitive to government 
policies regarding market access, intellectual property protection, privacy 
protection, security of data, and telecommunications services. In China these 
are all areas to be developed and without a good concrete concept. 
Telecommunications policy is one of the key concerns of Information 
Industry. Information services companies need efficient, reliable, 
telecommunications services at reasonable, nondiscriminatory, cost-based 
rates in order to operate successfully. These terms are still not very much 
developed in China. Eliminating the financial, regulatory, legal, and technical 
barriers to establishing information superhighway is another critical issue for 
the industry. While Golden projects are a good starter for China, many issues 
as described in this chapter has to be cleared for the development of the 
industry. 
Language Barrier Affects Export ofDatabases to Foreign Markets 
Apparently, many countries would like to do business with China which 
is a very large potential and lucrative market. The demand for China 
information is obvious in particular given the history of mysterious nature of 
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China in the past. However, most of the content (whether digitised or not) are 
in Chinese language, effort and cost to translate such huge volume of material 
is astronomical. This would affect the export opportunity for China 
information to other developed markets which is obviously a huge potential 
for China. 
English Level in China is Still Loiu, Affecting the Popularity ofInternet Information 
Resources 
There are very few home-grown vendors in this region providing 
professional markets but the financial information market with on-line 
services. Most of the current players in the region come from the United States 
and Europe. Asia is still a relatively small market for them because the market 
is not ready for the past decade and the language is a key entry barrier. 
Information in English hardly becomes the mainstream in China, affecting the 
popularity and use of Internet which is still English dominated. 
Unfriendly User Interface 
Even though there are many talented programmers in China, user 
interface development skill is very poor because of their lack of market 
sensibility which forms another hurdle to popularise electronic database in 
China. 
6.4 Co-ordination among various ministries and provinces 
It is a common phenomenon in China that all ministries, regional 
government and enterprises blindly jump into the "trendy" bandwagon 
when a certain industry starts to boom or has been highly recommended by 
the Central government. The Internet boom and the information industry heat 
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are no exception. 
Competing resources amongst ministries and regional governments is not 
considered as the most important issue, there are some issues that we believe 
China Government has not taken any precautionary measures yet. 
Resources Duplication 
Apparently each government entity strive to compete for resources and in 
some of the cases using the diverse resources to achieve the same objective. 
One good examples is the hundred of networks operated by the various 
ministries and state enterprises to offer telecommunications services, value-
added services or information services. While each investing to enhance their 
network to provide the service, it may be better for each ministry to focus on 
their strong area and collaborate to serve the community. For instance, Xinhua 
News agency to provide more market oriented information and collaborate 
with the M P T network to offer information services. 
Standardisation and Interconnectivity Issue 
With the individual entity building of their network and services, it poses 
serious problem about interconnectivity of network at the physical and 
application layer. The different network standard may cause very expensive 
interconnection in the future and also content delivery of one network may not 
be applicable in the other, creating higher cost at the user end both in terms of 
training and monetary investment. One example of this is the provision of 
information through proprietary network such as the GuangDong information 
centre service. This may have problem in terms of connecting to the more open 
Internet platform in the future. Such issue definitely raises the development 
cost in the long run. 
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Retarding the Healthy Development ofthe Industry 
In contrast to the resources duplication scenario, some development is 
made impossible or much slower because of the lack of co-operative attitude. 
While most of the organisations realise that information is an asset nowadays 
and with the building up Golden projects information network, some 
organisations refuse or requesting very tough and insensible terms for offering 
information. O n the other hand, they lack the capaHlity to develop the service 
properly. It therefore slows down the development of the industry. 
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Chapter Seven 
The Implications to Hong Kong 
7.1 Current Hong Kong Development, a brief summary 
While Hong Kong is one of the highest penetration city in the World in 
terms of fax lines, telephone lines and mobile communications, this is not true 
in terms of sophistication of computer usage and applications, as well as the 
commitment of Hong Kong business in applying technology. 
In the manufacturing sector of computer products, the current trend 
within Hong Kong is toward moving production into China, although some 
companies are upgrading plants in Hong Kong as well. The majority of others, 
however, have gotten out of the information technology(IT) business 
altogether, moving into other businesses, such as property development in 
China, where the returns are much greater. This is evidence of the flexibility of 
Hong Kong's entrepreneurs, but is also evidence of a lack of commitment to 
the IT industry. 
In Table 7.1.1, I have made compared the computer penetration in Hong 
Kong as compared with our ^ mall dragon" neighbours. It is clear that while 
Hong Kong has quite a good number of PC installed base, its level of 
sophisticated usage and general education level of population is rather low as 
reflected by the percentage of networking (an indicator of business 
applications) and percentage of home PC penetration (an indicator of general 
education level on computer usage). Please also note that the Hong Kong 
figure in terms of computers purchased is a bit misleading because a lot of PC 
purchased in Hong Kong may be shipped to China owing to the difference in 
tariff level. Therefore, of the 213,000 units purchased in Hong Kong in 1993, 
maybe only 75% of which are actually consumed in Hong Kong, overstating 
the figure of Hong Kong computer installed base. 
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Table 7.1.1 Computer penetration comparison in selective Asian cities 
HongK Singapor Taiwan China 
Computers purchased end 93^  / thousand units 213 114 314 ^ 
Population end 932 / million 5.92 2.87 20^ 1267 
% annual computer c.f. population 3.6% 3.9% 1.5% 0.05% 
Home PC penetration end 943/ % H % 25%-30% n/a ^^ o^T% 
%of PCs networked in 93V % ^[% ^ ^ ^Va 
1 Source: IDC, Dataquest, Research Asia 
2Source: Asia Studies 
3 Source: various newspapers 
4 Source: Research Asia 
The number of Internet users in Hong Kong is estimated to be around 
100,000 (including free academic institutional users) in the beginning of 1996 
according to a recent news report by South China Morning Post. While the 
Internet growth in Hong Kong seems to be very fast, (more than 60% 
compared to a year ago) corporate use of Internet still takes longer 
consideration owing to the lack of understanding and local applications in this 
region. 
The electronic information market concentrates on foreign business 
services supplying mostly real-time financial information. Online database 
usage is restricted to large multi-national corporations due to the expensive 
charging and not much localised information. This will change over time with 
the popularity of Internet and more local online database vendors entering the 
business. 
7.2 Impact of Golden Projects, Opportunities or Threats? 
As China-Hong Kong relationship has become so integrated that major 
development and policy of China will inevitably affect the environment of 
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Hong Kong in various aspects. The Golden projects have brought positive 
effect to Hong Kong as they: 
• raise level of awareness and attention of Hong Kong business about the 
issue of Information Superhighway because Hong Kong businessmen 
cannot avoid if their China counterparts have already jumped into the 
bandwagon; 
• bring many business opportunities to Hong Kong who can provide 
equipment or consultancy service for the projects; 
• bring positive effect to the Information Technology industry in particular 
for service side and research and development side which may boost the 
human resource market in this area; and 
• possibly increase the technology level if Hong Kong company want to 
compete on Golden projects. 
O n the other hand, the negative effect of Golden projects include: 
• China determination and support in the Golden Projects allows China to 
develop ahead of Hong Kong down the road in couples of years. O n the 
other hand. Hong Kong businessmen are rather short term and the system 
is rather bureaucratic in terms of supporting these types of applications, it 
is a definite threat to Hong Kong long term competitiveness; 
• It is obvious that many Golden projects contracts have been awarded to 
other developed countries' suppliers due to the insufficient support from 
Hong Kong firms in this area, this poses the question on Hong Kong 
technical competence and Hong Kong role as gateway to China in the 
future. 
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7.3 Investment in Technology- a Long Term Investment Rather Than Short 
Term Cash Cow 
N o doubt. Hong Kong is a service based society without much natural 
resources. The cheap labour era has been over while all operating cost is 
increasing at rocket rate. Hong Kong competitiveness has reduced 
significantly in these recent years. O n the other hand. Information technology 
development has significantly improved productivity and is key to the 
competitiveness of modern information society. Although Hong Kong 
Government traditionally advocates "Lassier Faire" Community, proper 
support in terms of legal framework and education is the minimum 
requirement. 
In a recent speech made by Mr. Zhou Nan, Head of Xinhua News Agency 
H K , he commented that while Hong Kong is among the most developed city in 
Asia in terms of financial services and many aspects, investment of 
Information technology by business is far behind developed city standard. In 
US, the percentage of corporation budget in technology is about 3%, the Asian 
mall dragons" such as Singapore and Taiwan is about 2% while Hong Kong 
is only 0.5%! While trade rivals Taiwan and Singapore long ago established 
science parks, boosting their productivity in the hi-tech field. Hong Kong's 
efforts since the early 1980s have so far produced nothing significant. This is in 
fact a major worry for the competitiveness of Hong Kong enterprises in the 
long run and reviewed the short-sightness of Hong Kong businessmen 
because investment in technology is long term rather than short term. 
During a symposium that brought together academics and a smattering of 
businessmen to view a newly released study on the feasibility of establishing a 
science park in Hong Kong. High- ranking officials from three of China's most 
influential science and technology agencies, Xu Guanhua, vice-minister of the 
State Science and Technology Commission, Lu Yongxiang, vice-president of 
the prestigious Chinese Academy of Sciences, and W u Youshou, executive 
deputy director of the Science and Technology Committee of the State 
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Education Commission, strongly favoured the building of a Hong Kong 
science park that would use mainland scientific talent. 
A science park in Hong Kong would provide the mainland's large pool of 
scientists and technicians with access to the capital and expertise in business 
and marketing that is currently lacking across the border. The failure to 
establish such a park threatens not only Hong Kong's international 
competitiveness but also the territory's traditional role as an entrepot linking 
China and the West. Their remarks summarised the major issues about setting 
up Science park in Hong Kong. Not until the recent financial budget put 
forward by Financial Secretary Mr. Tsang had Government finally decided on 
the construction of Science park which has been discussed for years without 
concrete effort. 
7.4 Free Flow of Information after 1997? 
The recent Beijing's clamp down on the Internet has caused a lot of anxiety 
to Internet users in China and it also arouse the issue on whether the same 
measure will be implemented in Hong Kong after 1997. If this is further 
elaborated, it may concern Hong Kong people on how such Chinese 
regulations might be further developed and interpreted on this side of the 
border after July 1,1997. Anything affecting free information flow is a definite 
worry to the business community because it is obviously an important asset of 
Hong Kong. 
John Ure, Director of Center of Asian Studies Telecoms Research Project of 
the University of Hong Kong, proposed two perspective of the new rules. 
"Under the agreements with Hong Kong, there's a guarantee of the integrity of 
our telecommunications jurisdiction,. O F T A (the Office of the 
Telecommunications Authority) remains the regulator and Hong Kong 
maintains independent membership in the International Telecommunications 
Union. 
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O n the other hand if someone in Hong Kong is deemed by China to be 
putting information that is subversive on the local Internet, China would 
probably consider that to come under domestic security laws because the latest 
regulation which bans retrieval or production of any information which 
contravenes China's laws and regulations covers Hong Kong and Macau. Even 
more concerned to Hong Kong people is that it supersedes Hong Kong's Bill of 
Rights and Basic Law. 
Though it seems worrying Hong Kong people, its actual impact is yet to 
be seen. Some of the political parties have over-reacted and would like arouse 
the public attention. It is understandable that their confidence are shaken by 
the past track record of the Chinese Communists. Indeed, China is not the first 
country in the world making an attempt to regulate Internet activities. Even 
Hong Kong government also considers there should be rules or laws to 
regulate pornographic material being distributed on Internet. The end of last 
year, German government also attempted to refrain and one large US Internet 
service provider has introduced some self-censorship measure accordingly. 
With China's open door policy, and the growing use of computing 
technology and role in assisting China economic, scientific and educational 
development. It is inevitable for China government to step in and exercise 
control on this still new and to some extent, mystical powerful tool that can 
disseminate information so cost effectively and efficiently, given the enormous 
growth of Internet users in China. As Internet development becomes more 
mature, I personally believe that control will become looser except for certain 
principal issue such as pornographic material and "Non-Chinese" values. The 
only worry of major change is probably major political power change, and 
therefore I don^ think there is too much interference in this regard. However, 
like news and media industry, more self-censorship would be foreseen as what 
is being criticised in the newspaper industry. 
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7.5 Hong Kong Science Park- the late Spring? 
Hong Kong manufacturers have historically been working hard as 
original equipment manufacturers (OEM) for foreign companies, emphasizing 
high profit and short-term investment. W e have enjoyed years of good growth 
in the 60 and 70 because of the cheap labour and low cost structure of the 
city. With China's open door policy a decade ago, it allowed Hong Kong to tap 
into cheap labor and land across the border and also open up more trade and 
business opportunities for Hong Kong business. However, as new low cost 
sources of labor have become available all over Asian countries and these 
countries starts to open like China, Hong Kong's cost advantage has faded. 
This has further worsen because of the continuous significant inflation recent 
years and the cost structure of Hong Kong has approached that of well-
developed countries. Hong Kong will soon lose its competitiveness as she 
enjoyed in the past if we do not seriously look into this industry and economic 
structure changes and start investing in productivity enhancement tool and 
added-value process. Therefore, Hong Kong industries must move into hi-tech 
in order to compete worldwide. 
One very good example is Hong Kong's second largest export earner, 
electronics industry. Hong Kong's electronic manufacturers have never been 
great innovators or technical experts. While Taiwan's industry is dominated 
by PC producers, Singapore's by hard disk- driver makers, and Korea's by 
huge diversified conglomerates. Hong Kong's roughly 1,500 electronic 
manufacturers remain without any particular specialization and without 
research incentives to proceed beyond low value, low value-added consumer 
goods. 
In order to gain competitiveness of the manufacturing industry and also 
to maintain Hong Kong leadership in service sectors such as financial 
industry, tourism, telecommunications services, information technology 
investment and adoption is one of the crucial elements for Hong Kong 
future success. This is particularly true for service sectors because enormously 
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advanced technology are employed. For example, in goods distribution at the 
container port to handle the large number of imports and exports. 
Another important aspect is technology transfer which also presents 
many real opportunities. Adding value and localisation of imported 
technology creates many opportunities for business of high-technology. 
Technology transfer can happen in both direction in and out of China. In 
particular, with the lack of marketing expertise of China, Hong Kong can take 
advantage of our developed skill and expertise to help exporting China 
technology. 
After several years' evaluation. Hong Kong moved a step closer to setting 
up its long awaited science park with the November 1995 completion of a 
public consultation report and the affirmation by Financial Secretary Mr. Y K 
Tsang during his recent financial budget presentation to the Legco meeting. 
The public consultation report concluded a high technology park should be 
built as early as feasible. The report also suggests earmarking a 22 hectare site 
in Tai Po, N e w Territories, and estimated the 15-year development cost of this 
site at US$ 300 million. It seems that this time the government is serious about 
establishment of Science Park and second Industrial Technology Centre 
despite earlier industry requests were refused on the government interference 
grounds. 
Even with the support of Government, it is very important to identify the 
focus of Hong Kong in terms of research and development. With our late entry 
in the information technology industry, shall we concentrate on niche 
applications such as localisation? Shall we catch up by offering more incentive 
to innovation? Shall we rather stay with our strength in commercialising 
technology projects or assisting technology transfer process? These are all the 
questions that we need to think carefully before we determine our direction in 




8.1 Closing Remarks 
N o doubt, China has developed a good foundation for building its 
Information Superhighway and the Information Industry at least in the major 
cities in China. Whether China can be successful in the long run and catch up 
with other major developed countries in the World to become one of the major 
players in this industry depends very much on China address to the various 
issues as analysed in the previous chapters. 
Among all of the issues brought up, China needs to develop a legal 
framework and establish a strong unit to co-ordinate development among 
ministries and regions as soon as possible. This helps to avoid duplication of 
resources and ensure long term healthy development. In addition, it offers 
confidence to foreign investors. The recent regulations about controlling 
distribution of economic information by Xinhua News Agency is one example 
that has hurt the confidence of foreign player such as Reuters. This should be 
dealt with in the future under a more thorough planning and consideration. 
In Hong Kong, business entities should realise "short term money" era 
has gone, the property boom and growth in trade as a result of the China open 
door policy shall slow down. W e are now undergoing fundamental industrial 
model change from low cost, low value-add industrial base to value based 
service industry. In order to stay competitive, we need to improve the 
application of information technology in service sectors and manufacturing 




It is very difficult to obtain a true and fair view from interview and 
questionnaire from the various China parties because many of the issues 
discussed are either a bit forward for them or considered to be sensitive. In the 
former case, they sometimes have problems grasping the concept in discussion 
while they try to avoid discussing the topic in the latter case. 
In addition, I find it sometimes difficult to establish contacts in China 
without proper introduction. Even such contact has been made, the party 
would not be very helpful or open in discussing issues, not until some form of 
trust has been established which needs time to develop. 
8.3 Future Researches 
The followings are suggested topics for further researches: 
• all of the Golden projects itself is a good research study in particular on 
how they can be successful given a different and unique political and 
cultural environment in China; 
• quantitative analysis of Information Industry in China; 
• the focus of Hong Kong Science Park 
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